Commonly Confused Words And Answers
commonly confused words | oxford dictionaries - it’s easy to get them confused and most electronic
spellcheckers won’t be much help in this type of situation: they can tell you if a word has been spelled wrongly
but they can’t generally flag up the misuse of a correctly spelled word. here’s a quick-reference list of pairs of
words that regularly cause people problems. commonly confused words - tri-valley local schools commonly confused words practice exercises for each of the following sentences, circle the correct word
choice: 1. we discussed the multiple literary (illusions/allusions) within the text. 2. (among/between) me and
you, i think kallie won the contest. 3. she had too (many/much) sweaters in her closet. words commonly
confused worksheet part 1: for each of the ... - words commonly confused worksheet part 1: for each of
the following sentences, circle the word or words that best complete the sentence correctly. commonly
confused words - english worksheets land - name vocabulary ccss w.6.6 |© http://englishworksheetsland
directions: circle the correct word to complete each sentence. 1. winnie the pooh is an ... commonly
confused words - nhd trial site - commonly confused words words that sound alike or look alike
(moral/morale) often confuse students, especially those using spell checkers. this lengthy list of commonly
confused words with simple definitions will help you decide which spelling fits your sentence. accept to receive
commonly confused words - john a. logan college - commonly confused words here is a list of several
errors commonly made in student’s paper. avoid these errors! learn the correct way of writing these words and
phrases. affect/effect affect = verb; to cause a change to occur: example: allergies affect many people. an
alphabetical list of commonly confused words words (a ... - an alphabetical list of commonly confused
words words (a) definitions & examples a lot allot a lot is two words meaning "much": a lot of bologna was left
over from the party. to give (especially a share of something available) for a particular purpose they allotted a
separate desk to everyone. commonly confused and misused words - 1 name date commonly confused
and misused words directions: choose the right answer for each item below. 1. even though we warned jake
not to eat a (a) hole pie at one sitting, he (b) sat at the kitchen table and (c) proceeded to consume slice after
slice. a. whole commonly confused words exercise - autoenglish - commonly confused words exercise
get your dictionary out choose one of the words in brackets to fill the gap. 1 do you ..... payment by credit
card? (accept / except) 2 everybody turned up at fiona's party ..... her exboyfriend. (accept / except) 3 what
..... did the high altitude have on you? commonly confused words - english worksheets land - commonly
confused words the words your and you’re are homophones: they are words that sound the same, but have
very different meanings. your means “belongs to you”: we watched your favorite movie last night. you’re is a
contraction of the words “you are”: you’re my best student. commonly confused words - university of
new hampshire - commonly confused words connors writing center dimond library 329 . unh . writing@unh
603-862-3272 this handout addresses commonly confused and misused words. •accept and except: accept is
a verb that means to receive. except is both a preposition and a verb: meaning but and to leave out.
commonly confused words - think smart - commonly confused words practice exercises for each of the
following sentences, circle the correct word choice: 1. we discussed the multiple literary (illusions/allusions)
within the text. 2. (among/between) me and you, i think kallie won the contest. 3. she had too (many/much)
sweaters in her closet.
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